
Harvard UniversityComputer Siene 121Midterm Solution 15-Ot-98Do all problems. The points on the exam total 80. You may use any theorems proven in lassor on the homeworks. Unless otherwise spei�ed, let � = fa; bg. Good luk!PROBLEM 1 (4+4+4+4+4+4 points)True or false? Justify your answer in four or fewer sentenes.(A) P (fn 2 N : n � 2002g) is unountable. (Reall that P (A) is the power set of A.)(B) fw : w is a regular expression for fanbm : n+m � 2002gg is a �nite language.(C) The onatenation of a regular language and a non-regular language is neessarily non-regular.(D) (L+)+ = L+L+.(E) ; � f;; ag.(F) If a DFA M ontains a self-loop on some state q, then M must aept an in�nite language.(G) Your favorite TF has blonde hair.(A) False. jfn 2 N : n � 2002gj is �nite. Therefore its power set (all the subsets of it) is also �nite.Anything that is �nite is ountable and therefore not unountable.(B) False. The language is �nite, and therefore regular, so there exists some regular expression forthe language, all it �. But then (� [ �) is another regular expression for the language. We anunion � to itself an arbtrary number of times, to get arbitrarily many di�erent regular expressionsfor the language.(C) False. L = fanbn : n � 0g is not regular, but ;L = ; is.(D) False. L+ = LL�. Note that LL� = L�L and (L�)� = L�. So (L+)+ = (L+)(L+)� =(LL�)(LL�)� = LL�L�L� = LL�. But L+L+ = LL�LL� = LLL�. So let L = fag. Thena 2 LL� = (L+)+, but a 62 LLL� = L+L+.(E) True. ; is the subset of any set. Formally A � B means that every element of A belongs to B.Sine ; has no elements, this is vauously true.(F) False. Create a DFA that has no �nal states, yet has a self loop. Clearly this aepts thelanguage ; whih is not in�nite.(G) Free point! PROBLEM 2 (2+1+6 points)(A) Consider the adjaent NDFA. Does this NDFA aept a? aa? abaaa?aba? [You do not need to show your work.℄(B) Trae an aepting omputation of this NDFA on the string aaa. q0 q1 q2q3ab aea a(C) Consider the relation \Is reahable from in one transition or more" over the set of states ofthis NDFA. Is this relation reexive? Symmetri? Transitive? An equivalene relation? Whih, ifany, of these answers would hange if the relation were over sets of states of an arbitrary NDFA?



(A) No, yes, yes, no.(B) (q0; aaa) ` (q1; aa) ` (q2; a) ` (q1; a) ` (q3; e).(C) It is reexive, symmetri, and transitive, and thus an equivalene relation. Note that therelation is not the same as the graph of the NDFA. Over an arbitrary NDFA, only transitivity musthold. If state q is reahable in one or more transitions from qb, and qb is reahable in one or moretransitions from qa, then q is reahable in one or more transitions from qa.PROBLEM 3 (4+4+4+4 points)For eah of the DFAs drawn below, give both an informal desription of and a regular expressionfor the language it aepts. Do not use the onstrution desribed in lass: just build the regularexpression from your informal desription. Your desriptions should be short, and need not be bakedby proofs.(A) a b aa; b
a; bb (B)

b a; b a; ba; bbaa
(C) a abbb a

a; b
(D)

a b a; ba
bbbaa ba

(A) The language aepted is the set of all strings starting with an a followed by any number ofba-pairs. Valid regular expressions inlude a(ba)� and (ab)�a.(B) The language aepted is any number of a's followed by a single b. The regular expression is



a�b. Note that this is not the smallest DFA that aepts this language.(C) The language aepted is the set of strings w with the same number of a's and b's and theadditional requirement that any pre�x of w annot have more b's than a's, nor an it have morethan two more a's than b's. Some regular expressions are (ab [ aa(ba)�bb)� or (ab [ a(ab)�b)�, ormore onisely, just (a(ab)�b)�.(D) The language aepted is all strings ontaining aab or bba as a substring. The regular expressionis (a [ b)�(aab [ bba)(a [ b)�.


